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Evaluation Board

Description

Evaluation Board

The ISL33001MSOPEVAL1Z, ISL33002MSOPEVAL1Z,
and ISL33003MSOPEVAL1Z evaluation board is
designed to provide a quick and easy method for
evaluating the ISL33001, ISL33002, ISL33003 2Channel Bus Buffer.
It is recommended to understand the operation of the
IC for a complete utilization of the evaluation board.
Refer to the latest datasheet (FN7560) for the features
and operation of the ISL33001, ISL33002, ISL33003
2-Channel Bus Buffer. The evaluation board is
developed to evaluate the performance of the buffer
used in a typical application.
A picture of the main evaluation board is shown in
Figure 1. The ISL3300x MSOP package IC is soldered
onto the evaluation board and is designated as U1. A
typical application of the ISL3300x is an I2C bus buffer.
The evaluation board contains all the necessary
components to interface the buffer to an I2C bus.
Discrete NMOS transistors are used to produce the
pull-down functions of a wired-AND bus. Each SDA/SCL
pin on the buffer is connected to an external opendrain NMOS transistor. The evaluation board also
contains connections for the bus pull-up resistor and
load capacitance. The logic input pins on the ISL3300x
IC can be held logic High by a pull-up resistor or driven
dynamically with an external logic source.

Features
• Evaluation Board for ISL33001IUZ, ISL33002IUZ,
and ISL33003IUZ IC in MSOP Package
• +2.3V to +5.5V Supply Operation
• Configured to operate in I2C environment
• Two Channel Supply for Level Shifting Applications
(ISL33002 and ISL33003)
• On-Board Discrete NMOS Open-Drain Transistors
Connected to SDA/SCL Pins
• 3V Logic for NMOS Transistor Gate
• On-Board Discrete Bus Pull-Up Resistors and Load
Capacitance on SDA/SCL Pins
• Convenient Test Points on SDA/SCL pins

FIGURE 1. TOP VIEW

Board Architecture/Layout
Basic Layout of Evaluation Board
The basic layout of the main board is as follows (refer
to Figure 1):
1. VCC1, VCC2 and GND connections are at the top of
the board. The board operates on a +2.3V to
+5.5V power supply.
2. Input connections for the logic control pins are
available through BNC connectors or banana
jacks.
3. The ISL3300x buffer is located at the center of the
board designated as U1.
4. Pull-up resistors and bus capacitance connections
to the SDA/SCL pins are available to the right and
left of U1.
5. U2 and U3 are the NMOS Open-Drain MOSFETs
connected to the SDA/SCL pins of the ISL3300x
buffer. The gate and drain of the MOSFETs are
brought out to BNC connectors.
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ISL3300x Buffers

ISL33002

The ISL33001, ISL33002, ISL33003 family of 2-Channel
Bus Buffers are designed to isolate the bus capacitance
and improve the rise time performance of heavily loaded
buses. The family of buffers offer +2.3V to +5.5V
operation, hot swap capability, transient rise time
accelerators, low power shutdown (ISL33001 and
ISL33003) and level shifting capability (ISL33002 and
ISL33003).

The ISL33002 device contains a level shifting supply
voltage VCC2 and an Accelerator disable pin ACC.

The buffers are designed to operate in wired-AND
environments such as I2C bus, supporting 400kHz Fast
Mode operation while being capable of driving the I2C
specified maximum capacitive loads of 400pF on the bus.

Power Supply
The ISL3300xMSOPEVAL1Z boards required a +2.3V to
+5.5V supply voltage to power the ISL3300x IC. For
ISL33002 and ISL33003 with level shifting power
supplies, a supply voltage in the +2.3V to +5.5V must be
connected to the VCC1 and VCC2 banana jack
connections. The evaluation board contains 0.01µF local
decoupling capacitor near the supply pins of the
ISL3300x IC.
Note: Jumper J4 connects either banana jack EN/VCC2 or
BNC connector EN/VCC2 to pin 1 of the ISL3300x IC.
When the jumper is in the 1-2 position the connection is
made to the banana jack. When in the 2-3 position the
connection is made to the BNC connector.

Logic Control Inputs
ISL33001
The ISL33001 device contains an enable logic input pin
“EN” and a logic output pin “READY”.
The enable pin connection can be made at the banana
jack or BNC connector. When the EN pin is driven high,
the part is enabled and the buffer will be connected once
it enters a valid state. When the EN pin is driven low, the
part is disabled, the IC draws low ICC current and any
signals on one side of the buffer will not appear on the
other side of the buffer.
Note: Jumper J4 connects either banana jack EN/VCC2 or
BNC connector EN/VCC2 to pin 1 (EN) of the ISL33001
IC. When the jumper is in the 1-2 position the connection
is made to the banana jack. When in the 2-3 position the
connection is made to the BNC connector.
The READY pin is an Open-Drain logic output pin on the
ISL33001 IC. The evaluation board gives the option to
connect the READY pin to a 10kΩ pull-up resistor to VCC1
or to an external connector.
Note: Jumper J21 connects either the 10kΩ pull-up
resistor or the external connector to pin 4 (READY) on
the ISL33001 IC. When J21 is in the 1-2 position the
READY pin is connected to the 10kΩ pull-up resistor.
When J21 is in the 2-3 position the READY pin is
connected commonly to banana jack EN/READY/ACC and
BNC connector JEN/READY/ACC.
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The VCC2 connection can be made at the banana jack
EN/VCC2. For the ISL33002 IC, the threshold voltages on
the SDA_OUT and SCL_OUT pins are referred to the
VCC2 supply.
Note: Jumper J4 connects either banana jack EN/VCC2 or
BNC connector EN/VCC2 to pin 1 (VCC2) of the ISL33002
IC. When the jumper is in the 1-2 position the connection
is made to the banana jack. When in the 2-3 position the
connection is made to the BNC connector.
Note: Jumper J2 connects the pull-up resistors on the
SDA_OUT and SCL_OUT pins to either the VCC1 or VCC2
supply. When J2 is in the 1-2 position the pull-up
resistors are connected to VCC2. When J2 is in the 2-3
position the pull-up resistors are connected to VCC2.
The ACC pin is a logic input pin that enables/disables the
bus accelerators on the ISL33002 IC SDA/SCL pins. The
evaluation board gives the option to connect the ACC pin
to a 10kΩ pull-up resistor to VCC1 to enabled the
accelerators at all times or to banana jack/BNC
connectors for external control.
Jumper J21 connects either the 10kΩ pull-up resistor or
the external connector to pin 4 (ACC) on the ISL33002
IC. When J21 is in the 1-2 position the ACC pin is
connected to the 10kΩ pull-up resistor. When J21 is in
the 2-3 position the ACC pin is connected commonly to
banana jack EN/READY/ACC and BNC connector
JEN/READY/ACC.
ISL33003
The ISL33003 device contains a level shifting supply
voltage VCC2 and an enable logic input pin EN.
The VCC2 connection can be made at the banana jack
EN/VCC2. For the ISL33003 IC, the threshold voltages on
the SDA_OUT and SCL_OUT pins are referred to the
VCC2 supply.
Note: Jumper J4 connects either banana jack EN/VCC2 or
BNC connector EN/VCC2 to pin 1 (VCC2) of the ISL33003
IC. When the jumper is in the 1-2 position the connection
is made to the banana jack. When in the 2-3 position the
connection is made to the BNC connector.
Note: Jumper J2 connects the pull-up resistors on the
SDA_OUT and SCL_OUT pins to either the VCC1 or
VCC2 supply. When J2 is in the 1-2 position the pull-up
resistors are connected to VCC2. When J2 is in the 2-3
position the pull-up resistors are connected to VCC2.

SDA/SCL Pins
To include the features to evaluate the ISL3300x buffers
on the evaluation board, the necessary components are
available to interface with a 2-Channel wired-AND bus
such as I2C.
The I2C bus utilizes an active pull-down circuit to drive a
low on the bus and a pull-up resistor to passively pull the
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bus high. The pull-up resistance and the parasitic bus
capacitance on the SDA/SCL lines define the transient
performance and maximum data rate of the I2C bus.
On the ISL3300xMSOPEVAL1Z evaluation boards, the
SDA/SCL pins on the buffer are connected to an
open-drain NMOS transistor, pull-up resistors to the VCC
supply, and place holders for adding load capacitance.
Each SDA/SCL pin has three available pull-up resistor
values: 1kΩ, 2.7kΩ, and 10kΩ. These values are
commonly used for the pull-up resistance in I2C
applications. A two pin jumper on the pull-up resistors
(J5, J7, J15, J17) connects one of these resistors to the
associated SDA/SCL pin.
Each SDA/SCL pin has two place holders for capacitors
to increase the load capacitance to the buffer. The place
holders are always connected to the SDA/SCL pins on
the IC.

NMOS Open-Drain MOSFETs
In addition to the pull-up resistors and the place holders
for bus capacitors, each SDA/SCL pin is connected to the
drain terminal of an open-drain NMOS transistor. The
transistors emulate the I2C devices that are connected to
the ISL3300x buffer in a typical application.
The gates of the transistors require 3V logic levels and
can be interfaced through the BNC connectors on the
board (see Table 1 for the connections of the gate to the
associated SDA/SCL pin).

TABLE 1. MOSFET CONNECTIONS TO ISL3300x BUFFER
GATE

U2/U3
PIN #

U2/U3
PIN #

DRAIN

CLK_IN

U2-2

SCL_IN

U2-6

CLK_OUT

U3-2

SCL_OUT

U3-6

DAT_IN

U2-5

SDA_IN

U2-3

DAT_OUT

U3-5

SDA_OUT

U3-3

The connections from the NMOS drain to the SDA/SCL
pins can be disconnected by the jumpers J18 (SCL_OUT),
J10 (SCL_IN), J14 (SDA_OUT), and J13 (SDA_IN).
Disconnecting the SDA/SCL pins from the drain of the
transistor will isolate the SDA/SCL pin capacitance of the
buffer from the Drain-Source capacitance of the MOSFET.
The source of the MOSFETs are connected to GND.
through jumpers J11 and J12. The connection to GND
can be disconnected by removing these two jumpers.
The source potential can then be adjusted by connecting
a power supply voltage at the VSUB banana jack
connection. This will drive the external input LOW to the
buffer with an offset of VSUB. This feature is helpful when
evaluating the VOS performance of the I2C buffers.
Note: When the source voltage is raised above GND, the
gate voltage should be compensated to maintain VGS
≥3V. Raising the source potential without changing the
gate voltage will provide the gate to the NMOS with less
drive and potentially cause the system to operate
incorrectly.

TABLE 2. BOARD COMPONENT DEFINITIONS
DESIGNATOR

DESCRIPTION

U1

ISL33001, ISL33002, or ISL33003 8 Ld MSOP I2C Buffer IC

VCC

Banana jack connection VCC supply

EN/VCC2

Banana jack connection for EN pin (ISL33001) and VCC2 supply pin (ISL33002, ISL33003)

JEN/VCC2

BNC connection for EN pin (ISL33001) and VCC2 supply pin (ISL33002, ISL33003)

EN/READY/ACC

Banana jack connection for READY pin (ISL33001), ACC pin (ISL33002) and EN pin (ISL33003)

JEN/READY/ACC

BNC jack connection for READY pin (ISL33001), ACC pin (ISL33002) and EN pin (ISL33003)

SCL_OUT

BNC connection to SCL_OUT pin

CLK_OUT

BNC connection to MOSFET gate for driving SCL_OUT pin

SDA_OUT

BNC connection to SDA_OUT pin

CLK_IN

BNC connection to MOSFET gate for driving SCL_IN pin

SDA_IN

BNC connection to SDA_IN pin

DAT_OUT

BNC connection to MOSFET gate for driving SDA_OUT pin

SCL_IN

BNC connection to SCL_IN pin

DAT_IN

BNC connection to MOSFET gate for driving SDA_IN pin

U2/U3
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Evaluation Board Schematic
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Notice
1.

Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for
the incorporation or any other use of the circuits, software, and information in the design of your product or system. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses and damages incurred by
you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information.

2.

Renesas Electronics hereby expressly disclaims any warranties against and liability for infringement or any other claims involving patents, copyrights, or other intellectual property rights of third parties, by or
arising from the use of Renesas Electronics products or technical information described in this document, including but not limited to, the product data, drawings, charts, programs, algorithms, and application
examples.

3.

No license, express, implied or otherwise, is granted hereby under any patents, copyrights or other intellectual property rights of Renesas Electronics or others.

4.

You shall not alter, modify, copy, or reverse engineer any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any losses or damages incurred by

5.

Renesas Electronics products are classified according to the following two quality grades: “Standard” and “High Quality”. The intended applications for each Renesas Electronics product depends on the

you or third parties arising from such alteration, modification, copying or reverse engineering.

product’s quality grade, as indicated below.
"Standard":

Computers; office equipment; communications equipment; test and measurement equipment; audio and visual equipment; home electronic appliances; machine tools; personal electronic
equipment; industrial robots; etc.

"High Quality": Transportation equipment (automobiles, trains, ships, etc.); traffic control (traffic lights); large-scale communication equipment; key financial terminal systems; safety control equipment; etc.
Unless expressly designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are
not intended or authorized for use in products or systems that may pose a direct threat to human life or bodily injury (artificial life support devices or systems; surgical implantations; etc.), or may cause
serious property damage (space system; undersea repeaters; nuclear power control systems; aircraft control systems; key plant systems; military equipment; etc.). Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all
liability for any damages or losses incurred by you or any third parties arising from the use of any Renesas Electronics product that is inconsistent with any Renesas Electronics data sheet, user’s manual or
other Renesas Electronics document.
6.

When using Renesas Electronics products, refer to the latest product information (data sheets, user’s manuals, application notes, “General Notes for Handling and Using Semiconductor Devices” in the
reliability handbook, etc.), and ensure that usage conditions are within the ranges specified by Renesas Electronics with respect to maximum ratings, operating power supply voltage range, heat dissipation
characteristics, installation, etc. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for any malfunctions, failure or accident arising out of the use of Renesas Electronics products outside of such specified
ranges.

7.

Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of Renesas Electronics products, semiconductor products have specific characteristics, such as the occurrence of failure at a
certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Unless designated as a high reliability product or a product for harsh environments in a Renesas Electronics data sheet or other Renesas
Electronics document, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. You are responsible for implementing safety measures to guard against the possibility of bodily injury, injury
or damage caused by fire, and/or danger to the public in the event of a failure or malfunction of Renesas Electronics products, such as safety design for hardware and software, including but not limited to
redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult
and impractical, you are responsible for evaluating the safety of the final products or systems manufactured by you.

8.

Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office for details as to environmental matters such as the environmental compatibility of each Renesas Electronics product. You are responsible for carefully and
sufficiently investigating applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances, including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive, and using Renesas Electronics
products in compliance with all these applicable laws and regulations. Renesas Electronics disclaims any and all liability for damages or losses occurring as a result of your noncompliance with applicable
laws and regulations.

9.

Renesas Electronics products and technologies shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any applicable domestic or foreign laws
or regulations. You shall comply with any applicable export control laws and regulations promulgated and administered by the governments of any countries asserting jurisdiction over the parties or
transactions.

10. It is the responsibility of the buyer or distributor of Renesas Electronics products, or any other party who distributes, disposes of, or otherwise sells or transfers the product to a third party, to notify such third
party in advance of the contents and conditions set forth in this document.
11. This document shall not be reprinted, reproduced or duplicated in any form, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of Renesas Electronics.
12. Please contact a Renesas Electronics sales office if you have any questions regarding the information contained in this document or Renesas Electronics products.
(Note 1)

“Renesas Electronics” as used in this document means Renesas Electronics Corporation and also includes its directly or indirectly controlled subsidiaries.

(Note 2)

“Renesas Electronics product(s)” means any product developed or manufactured by or for Renesas Electronics.
(Rev.4.0-1 November 2017)
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